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Benthic microbial fuel cell looking
for rich investors
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Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are touted as potential
sustainable sources of electrical power, but
studies have shown that near-term application is
limited to certain niches due to technological and
theoretical limits. One niche for MFC application
is as benthic MFCs (bMFCs), which have also
been referred to as sediment MFCs. They can
provide long-term electrical power in remote
locations, where batteries are difficult and costly
to deliver and replace. Already, bMFC application
has shown promising results by powering sensor
packages in marine environments and they are at
a stage where further investment from industrial
partners can turn them into successful products.
While there are still some technological hurdles,
industrial development can expand on academic
research through long-term studies and larger
demonstration projects.

MFC theory is modelled on fuel cell principles,
with an oxidation reaction at the anode and
a reduction reaction at the cathode, while a
membrane separates the electrodes in many
applications. Instead of employing expensive
catalysts, which is the case for conventional
hydrogen fuel cells, MFCs utilize an electrically
active microbial biofilm at the anode and/or
cathode. At the anode, such a biofilm consists of
microbes capable of: (1) oxidizing a wide range
of organic substrates, which can be found in
municipal and industrial wastewaters, soils, and
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marine sediments; and (2) transferring reducing
equivalents (electrons) extracellularly to the solid-state electron accepter (electrode).
With a sufficient oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode and substrate availability at
the anode, a bMFC can theoretically produce electrical power for an infinite amount of
time.
Academic studies of electric power production with MFCs have focused on improving
kinetics by understanding the mechanisms and by developing innovative electrodes,
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membranes, and reactor designs, along with development of new niches for MFCs. To
increase electrode activity, research has focused on the key electrically active organisms
in the biofilm and their interaction with the electrode, typically performed in idealized
bench-scale systems consisting of pure or mixed cultures, leading to volumetric power
production greater than 1 kW/m3 [Qian et al., 2011]. However, these systems are
currently still unrealistic for scale-up considering capital costs and real-world operating
conditions. Pilot studies of scaled-up MFCs have met limited success, producing
electric power ranging from 1-10 W/m3 [Janicek et al., 2014]. This inconsistent scaling
of designs displays one of the primary barriers for MFC application.
Application studies with bMFCs precede such studies with MFCs and have already
shown promise in powering marine sensor packages. For bMFCs, the anode is placed
within or near the surface of oxygen-poor marine sediment and is typically enclosed in
a housing embedded into the sea floor sediment. This housing separates the anode and
cathode, using the sediment as a natural membrane. The cathode floats about a metre
above the reactor housing, where oxygen is more available for an oxygen reduction
reaction to occur. Currently, bMFCs are often constructed from off-the-shelf parts with
a cost of approximately $2,500, which is competitive with alternative remote power
sources [Tender et al., 2008].
In a collaborative study between academia and industry, a sensor package and acoustic
modem were successfully powered by a bMFC installed on the seafloor for two months
[Gong et al., 2011]. This single bMFC covered 0.25 m2 of the sea floor and produced
over 10 mW, which was more than 1.7 times the power required to run an oxygen and
temperature sensor and a communications package. bMFC research has also led to the
development of customized low voltage power converters, power storage, and system
controllers because few efficient off-the-shelf devices exist capable of up-converting
the low voltage output from bMFCs (0.1 to 0.8 V) to the typical voltages required by
sensors and communication devices (2 to 12 V).
With promising academic results powering real devices, why have bMFCs not
been widely adopted? First, previous successful bMFC demonstrations used highly
customized electronics to address the limited power production and may only be
suitable for limited applications. Second, proper installation into the seafloor is critical;
currently, divers or remotely operated vehicles are used to properly install bMFCs,
making installation very involved and expensive. Third, bMFC studies displaying
reliable power production in the long-term (>one year) have not been reported, likely
due to externalities encountered over long periods, such as sea-life growth inactivating
the electrodes. While these issues are critical for application reasons, they are fit more
for exploration by industry than academia.
Academic research will still play an important role in improving bMFC performance,
though. The finite level of organic substrate in marine sediment has been found to limit
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power production, and at least one study has found that adding organics increased
performance [Guzman et al., 2010]. In addition, innovative bMFC housing designs
attempt to address this issue by installing one-way valves. This allows new substrate to
flow through the sediment and into the chamber when the tide changes the pressure at
the sea floor, periodically introducing new organic substrate. Addition of slow-release
organics to the anode could also be explored to increase reliability and long-term
performance. Studies have also found that oxygen availability for the cathode reaction
is limiting [He et al., 2007]; efforts to introduce oxygen to the cathode will surely
increase power production.
Academic efforts have shown that bMFCs are capable of producing power for
marine sensors by optimizing system design, operation, and electrode materials; but
customizing electronics, developing installation methods, and performing long-term
pilot studies fit in the realm of industrial investment for commercialization. Industrial
efforts in bMFC development appear limited, but explorations by companies such
as Teledyne Benthos and Trophos Energy [Guzman et al., 2010], and governmental
organizations such as the United States Navy, Office of Naval Research, have led to
exciting demonstrations which can bring bMFCs closer to commercial viability.
In summary, bMFCs have already proven their potential as low-power energy sources
in remote locations, but adoption has been limited even though commercial viability
seems within reach. Considerable improvements in electric power production would
help the transition, possibly by implementing findings from general MFC research
efforts. Early in development, bMFCs were already cost-competitive with alternative
power sources; continuous price reduction to procure electrodes and electronics
with increases in electric power output should only increase its commercial viability.
Academic research has shown that bMFCs have great promise as long-term power
sources for marine sensors in remote locations; industrial investment should now
develop bMFCs further to bring these environmentally-sustainable and infinite-lifetime
power sources to market.
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